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How we hear what is not there: A neural mechanism for the missing
fundamental illusion
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How the brain estimates the pitch of a complex sound remains unsolved. Complex sounds are
composed of more than one tone. When two tones occur together, a third lower pitched tone is often
heard. This is referred to as the ‘‘missing fundamental illusion’’ because the perceived pitch is a
frequency ~fundamental! for which there is no actual source vibration. This phenomenon
exemplifies a larger variety of problems related to how pitch is extracted from complex tones, music
and speech, and thus has been extensively used to test theories of pitch perception. A noisy nonlinear
process is presented here as a candidate neural mechanism to explain the majority of reported
phenomenology and provide specificquantitativepredictions. The two basic premises of this model
are as follows:~I! The individual tones composing the complex tonesadd linearly producing peaks
of constructive interferencewhose amplitude is always insufficient to fire the neuron~II !: The spike
threshold is reached only with noise, which naturally selects the maximum constructive
interferences. The spacing of these maxima, and consequently the spikes, occurs at a rate identical
to the perceived pitch for the complex tone. Comparison with psychophysical and physiological data
reveals a remarkable quantitative agreement not dependent on adjustable parameters. In addition,
results from numerical simulations across different models are consistent, suggesting relevance to
other sensory modalities. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1617771#
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When two tones occur together, such as in a complex
sound, a third lower pitched tone is often heard. This is
referred to as the ‘‘missing fundamental illusion’’ because
the perceived pitch is a frequency „fundamental… for
which there is no actual source vibration. How the brain
estimates the pitch is a controversial issue which remains
unsolved despite extensive work. A nonlinear model is
proposed here in which a noisy detection produces neura
spikes, occurring at a rate identical to the perceived pitch
for the complex tone. The comparison with psychophysi-
cal and physiological data reveals a remarkable quanti-
tative agreement not dependent on adjustable param-
eters. In addition, results from numerical simulations
across different models are consistent, suggesting re
evance to other sensory modalities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pitch is a subjective attribute of a sound by which w
give it a position on a scale from low to high. There is
objective caliper for pitch, but humans can discriminate t
sounds with very similar pitches. Our appreciation of mu
and speech’s intelligibility depend on exquisite pitch d
crimination. However, its neural mechanism is contentio
~for reviews see Refs. 1–3!. Neither proponents of periphera
mechanisms4–7 nor defendants of cortical processes8,9 have
gathered enough quantitative experimental evidence to
firm their theories. In this paper, the author proposes a sim
and quantifiable, physiologically plausible neural mechan
able to extract values which fit perceived pitch reported
human listeners. The proposed mechanism is based on
1221054-1500/2003/13(4)/1226/5/$20.00
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following premises. First, interference between interven
pure tones produces peaks of larger amplitude at the t
points of maximum constructive interference. Second, ne
spikes can occur selectively at these peaks if there is nois
the process. Noise in the firing dynamics of primary affere
auditory neurons is a realistic assumption supported by
viously reported experimental evidence.6,7 This paper dem-
onstrates precise coincidence between the peaks of m
mum interference and the pitch that humans report
comparable psychophysical experiments. Furthermore,
predominant interspike intervals in cat auditory nerve d
charges in response to complex sounds are consistent
this model. In the following section an illustrative examp
of the basic problem is setup and the model introduced.

II. COMPLEX SOUNDS AND THE MISSING
FUNDAMENTAL ILLUSION

Consider the simple case of a complex tone compose
two pure tones of equal amplitudes and frequencies mult
of a third one. A pure tone is one that is described by
sinusoid having a constant amplitude and single frequen
Complex tones are constructed by adding pure tones of
quenciesf 15k f0 , f 25(k11) f 0¯ f n5(k1n21) f 0 . Figure
1~A! shows an example of two frequencies producing
‘‘missing fundamental illusion,’’10,11 so-called because th
perceived pitch corresponds to a third frequencyf 0 for which
there is no actual vibration. Despite the absence of energ
f 0 the harmonic tone complex exhibits large amplitude pe
@asterisks in Fig. 1~A!# spaced at intervals equal to the in
verse off 0 . These peaks are interpreted here as the resu
a constructive interference between the constituting ton
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1227Chaos, Vol. 13, No. 4, 2003 Missing fundamental illusion
This process was used first by Young in his explanation
Newton rings12 more than a century ago. Amplitude build
up at intervals close to the least common multiple of
interfering periodicities~or in terms of frequencies to th
greatest common divisor!. This observation predicts that th
main features of the interference will be so regardless of
relative phases of the individual tones or the number of h
monics, which could change the shape but not the spacin
the largest peaks. This prediction holds also for tones of
similar but sufficient amplitudes.

FIG. 1. Robust nonlinear stochastic detection of the missing fundame
f 0 . ~A! Example of a complex soundSc built by adding two sinusoidalS1

and S2 frequencies:f 15k f0 ~bottom! and f 25(k11)f 0 ~middle!. Specifi-
cally x(t)5(A1 sin(f12pt)1A2 sin(f22pt))/2, with A15A251; k52 and
f 051 in this case. The peaks~asterisks! exhibited bySc result from the
constructive interference betweenS1 and S2 at the period of the missing
fundamentalf 0 , a frequency that is absent.~B! The noisy neuron mode
~Ref. 16!: The peaks of the signal shown in~A! can be detected reliably by
a noisy threshold, generating interspike intervals~‘‘ t ’’ ! close to~or to integer
multiples of! the fundamental period.~C! and~D! The most probable inter-
spike interval corresponds with the missing fundamental. Simulations w
conducted with varying amounts of noise intensity added toSc and the
interspike intervals@‘‘ t ’’ in ~B!# were computed. From those data, the ra
of all spikes with time ‘‘t ’’ equal (65% tolerance! to the period of the
missing fundamentalf 0 , was computed and plotted~open circles! as a func-
tion of noise intensity. The same calculation was done to determine the s
ratios spaced at the period ofS1 ~filled circles, f 1) and with those with the
period ofS2 ~stars,f 2). Thus the plot shows the probability of observing
spike with an instantaneous frequency similar tof 0 , f 1 , and f 2 . In both
neuron models the largest probability corresponds to interspike inter
close to the missing fundamental period~i.e., intervals;1/f 0). ~C! and~D!
show results from simulations of the simple neuron model~Ref. 16! and the
FitzHugh–Nagumo model~Ref. 17!, respectively. Results from simulation
using the Hodgkin and Huxley neuron model~Ref. 18! ~not shown! are
analogous to the ones illustrated here. The FitzHugh–Nagumo equa
model generic excitable dynamics seen in biological and physical syst
The equations are« dv/dt5v(v20.5)(12v)2w1I 1x(t)1j(t) and
dw/dt5v2w2b. The fast variablev corresponds to the membrane vol
age, andw is the variable associated with the slow refractoriness,x(t) is the
external stimulus andb, «, andI are model parameters. The termj(t) is a
zero-mean Gaussian white noise of intensitys and correlation timetc

51023 ~Ref. 17!. Guided by previous results, these simulations employ
the parameter valuesb50.15, «50.005, I 50.04 for the model andA1

5A250.04 andf 050.125 for the input signalx(t).
Downloaded 01 Nov 2003 to 169.232.10.22. Redistribution subject to AIP
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This simple model proposed as a physiologically pla
sible mechanism to detect these peaks assumes the fo
ing.

~1! The complex toneSc ~or some transformation of! is the
input to a neuron which produces a membrane poten
excursion that, because of itslow amplitude, cannot fire
a spike.

~2! Noise added toSc induces spikes preferentially at th
interference peaks.

These assumptions imply that the single neuron ‘‘d
tects’’ only statistically the occurrence of peaks, as not
signal peaks produce neuronal spikes@Fig. 1~B!#. This neu-
ronal subthreshold character of the deterministic signalSc is
not to be confused with the perceptual suprathreshold c
acter of the sound, because the average over many neuro
parallel makes perfectly possible the perception of this, o
erwise unperceptible, sound. Peak detection is optimize
some noise intensity.13–15Across a relatively broad range o
noise intensity, the majority of neural spikes are spaced
intervals corresponding to the missing fundamental f
quencyf 0 . The proportions of spikes spaced by a time eq

FIG. 2. Results from Schouten’s experiments~modified from Ref. 11! dem-
onstrate that equidistant tones do not produce constant pitch. The au
used sounds composed of three equispaced frequencies with center val
the range of 1.2 to 2.4 kHz. Top diagrams depict three examples of the
amplitude spectra of the complex sounds used~with center frequencies of
1.4, 1.8, and 2.2 kHz, dotted lines correspond to the missing componenf 0).
The bottom graph indicates with symbols~open or filled circles and tri-
angles! the pitch heard by the three subjects for each complex sound.
dashed lines show that a 1/n function consistently underestimates the line
relationship between frequency and pitch shift~in the original figureg
5200 Hz corresponds to ‘‘f 0’’ and ‘‘ n’’ is equivalent to ‘‘k11’’ in our
notation!.
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1228 Chaos, Vol. 13, No. 4, 2003 Dante R. Chialvo
FIG. 3. ~Color! Model responses to mistuned complex tones: Signals composed of multiple~two to five! sinusoidal tones were used as inputs to drive t
simple neuron model receiving additional noise. As the frequency of the equidistant input tones increased the neural spiking rate favors values alog specific
lines resembling Schouten’s pitch shift~Ref. 11! and predicted by our theory. Shown are interspike interval histograms~or probability density functions! of
the model spikes. Similar to Fig. 2, the vertical axis is the instantaneous frequency of the model spikes~1/interspike intervals, which should correlate wit
pitch! and the horizontal axis is the first driving frequencyf 1 for which the computation was done. Superimposed straight lines are the theoretical ex
resonance@from Eq. ~3!#, which show remarkable agreement with the experimental data. Because pitch is usually reported in frequency units, the i
intervals are transformed here into instantaneous frequency to facilitate the comparison with experimental data.
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to 1/f 0 (65% tolerance! as a function of noise intensit
~open circles! are shown with the ratio of spike times
intervals corresponding to the input frequenciesf 1 ~closed
circles! and f 2 ~stars! in Fig. 1~C!. Note that relatively high
noise levels are needed to evoke spikes at rates similar to
actual input frequencies. Similar computations using
more elaborate FitzHugh–Nagumo neuron~FHN! model,17

produce identical results@Fig. 1~D!#. The results in Figs.
1~C! and 1~D! resemble those described for the stocha
resonance phenomenon,19–21 a process where the output o
some nonlinear system becomes more coherent with the
put signal for some value of the noise intensity. However
the missing fundamental case, there is an optimum n
intensity for which the system emits the majority of spikes
a frequency that isnot in the input. Analogous to psychoa
coustic experiments the neuron’s strongest resonance oc
at the missing frequency which isnot in the input, a ‘‘ghost’’
stochastic resonance.14,15

As shown, a noisy nonlinear process, static~i.e., simple
threshold model! or dynamical~i.e., FHN model!, suffices to
extract the missing fundamental frequency. However, th
results are only representative of harmonic tones, i.e., w
f 1 and f 2 are both integer multiples of the missing fund
mental. In the following, the more general case of inh
monic tones is considered.

III. COMPLEX INHARMONIC SOUNDS

As f 0 is not only the greatest common divider off 1 and
f 2 , but is also their difference, it was long assumed that
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brain extracted it by a computation of this differencef 1– f 2 .
If so, all complex sounds should produce a constant p
sensation equal to the differenceD f of the constituting tones
To the contrary, as shown in Fig. 2, Schoutenet al.11 dem-
onstrated that when the tone frequencies of a complex so
composed of three equispaced tones are shifted linearly,
jects report linear shifts in perceived pitch. Therefore,
brain must be computing something other than the differe
D f .

The experimental conditions of Schoutenet al.11 can be
replicated in the context of the present proposal by redefin
the intervening frequencies of the neuron model inputx(t) as

f 15k f01D f , f 25~k11! f 01D f ,

¯ f n5~k1n21! f 01D f . ~1!

Numerical simulations13–15 showed that, similar to the
case shown in Fig. 1, a great majority of the neuron spi
occurred~‘‘resonated’’! at particular sets of intervals. Mor
importantly, when the input frequency was shifted, the lo
tion of this resonance shifted linearly asf p5 f 01D f /(k
11/2) for n52 andf p5 f 01D f /(k11) for n53. The pre-
diction for the neuronal response to complex stimuli co
posed of an arbitrary numberN of frequencies can be gen
eralized,

k f01D f , ~k11! f 01D f , ...~k1N21! f 01D f ~2!

for which the resonance will occur at frequencies given b
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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f r5 f 01
D f

k1~N21!/2
. ~3!

Four representative examples of numerical results us
complex tones composed of 2, 3, 4, and 5 sinusoids~noise
variances50.1, the thresholdU th51 andf 051) are shown
in Fig. 3. The graphs represent the observed proportion
spikes with a given instantaneous firing frequencyf r ~1/ISI
in the ordinate! as a function of the frequency (f 1 , abscissa!
of the lowest component of the driving signal. Theoretic
predictions of Eq.~3! ~lines! superimpose exactly with th
simulation results. Equation~3! predicts that for any combi
nation of sinusoids the neural responses will be represe
by only one of two diagrams shifted horizontally by som
multiple of f 0 . That is, tones composed of even numbers a
of odd numbers of sinusoids produce spikes spaced at in
vals with statistics similar to the ones in the left panels a
those in the right panels, respectively. Responses always
on lines with slopes of 2/3, 2/5, 2/7, etc., when input
composed of an even number of tones, and of 1/2, 1/3,
etc., when input is composed of an odd number of tones
these simulations the noise intensity relative to the dista
between the signal and the threshold is the relevant par
eter. Changing the noise intensity makes more or less evi
the resonance@Figs. 1~C! and 1~D!# but does not change it
location. Such parameter independence is critical to the
evance of this model.

Simulations with parameters analogous to Schou
et al.11 were conducted. The results are presented in Fig.~a!
and superimposed onto the data from the psychoacoustic
periments. Notice the remarkable agreement between
data sets. The model spikes fit the pitch frequencies repo
by human subjects. As there are no adjustable paramete
this theory, this fit is not the result of any adjustments
enhance agreement. Like psychoacoustic pitch percep
the predictions from Eq.~3! ~dotted lines! are also best a
low frequencies. Moreover, there is a good agreement
tween the theory-based simulation data and the physiolog
data points@Fig. 4~b!# of pitches estimated from the pre
dominant interspike interval in the discharge patterns of
auditory nerve fibers in response to complex tones.7

IV. DISCUSSION

Here we have discussed the model with respect to
quantitative aspects of the missing fundamental and p
shift phenomena. However, other features of these phen
ena are also consistent with this model. Multiple perce
can be elicited by one complex sound~e.g., multiple data
points per center frequency as in Fig. 2!. This ‘‘ambiguity’’
of pitch may be explained by the stochastic character of
proposed detection mechanism. There is always a moreprob-
able spike frequency and other less frequent spike rates@see
histograms in Fig. 4~a!#. Pitch strength is then proportional t
spike density at that rate. Another noteworthy qualitative
pect is the region of parameter~frequency and pitch! space in
which the model spikes occur in response to complex ton
The slope of the lines where the neuron spikes fall decre
Downloaded 01 Nov 2003 to 169.232.10.22. Redistribution subject to AIP
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as the frequencies of the input tones increase@see Fig. 3 and
Eq. ~3!#, limiting the range~of frequencies and pitches!
where the phenomena of low pitch can be detected by
proposed neural mechanism. These boundaries corres

FIG. 4. ~Color! ~a! There is remarkable agreement of the theoretical lin
and numerical results from the model with data from psychophysical exp
ments. Schouten’s experimental pitch results~Ref. 11! ~same symbols as in
Fig. 2! are superimposed onto the neuronal interspike interval histogr
~Spike Freq! obtained from similar simulations as presented in Fig. 3. T
theoretical expectations (Fr) from Eq. ~3! ~with N53) are plotted with
dotted lines. The agreement between data and theory is parameter ind
dent.~b! The theoretical expectation is superimposed here onto the exp
mental results of Cariani and Delgutte~1996! ~Ref. 7!. The physiological
pitches estimated from the highest peak of the interspike interval distr
tion in response to two variable~500–750 Hz! carrier AM tones with modu-
lation frequencies~horizontal dashed lines! of 125 Hz~downward triangles!
or 250 Hz ~upward triangles! fit the predictions of Eq.~3! ~the diagonal
dotted lines;N53).
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well with those of the psychoacoustic~‘‘existence’’! area
where complex tones can be perceived as having a defin
pitch.10

This theory can further accommodate the situation
which two tones enter through different ears. In this cas
~weak! low pitch percept also exists suggesting a central n
ral substrate for this binaural phenomenon. The spike tra
from each cochlear nerve could add and interfere, and s
sequently be detected by the noisy threshold of some o
neuron. The only substantial difference is that spikes, inst
of sinusoids, are added but all other dynamics and quan
tive aspects remain equivalent.

The emphasis here is that a neuron can judge pitch b
simple nonlinear noisy transformation in the time doma
which mimics the autocorrelation function of the input. T
assumption that the pitch information is in the temporal
velope of the signal is well in line with old ideas. Howeve
its simplicity and quantitative predictions contrast with pr
vious proposals suggesting complicated mechanisms m
ated by relatively sophisticated structures not as yet ide
fied including delay lines;4 oscillators in combination with
integration circuits,22 neural networks,9 and timing nets,2 as
well as other,23,24 more abstract alternatives.

In conclusion, very important qualitative and quantit
tive aspects of the missing fundamental problem and of c
plex tones pitch perception can be understood by conside
the linear interference of individual tones being nonlinea
detected by a noisy threshold. In this view, the perceiv
pitch is associated with the response patterns of generic
citable systems. A general expression relating mistuning
pitch shift agrees extremely well with psychophysical a
physiological data. These theoretical results are larg
model-independent, and exactly reproduce without fitting
rameters the paradigmatic pitch-shift findings of Schou
et al.,11 as well as the Cariani and Delgutte physiologic
data.7 Finally, this argument further suggests that similar d
namics should be observed in other neural and sen
scenarios.25,26
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